Thank you for participating in the Forestry Challenge Championship. Without your enthusiastic participation, this event would not be possible. We would like to improve this event in the future, and you can help by completing this evaluation form. If you need more room, want to explain an answer, or let us know anything else, use the backside! Thank you.

1. Please rate the following parts of the event:

   Focus Topic & Fieldtrip | EXCELLENT 17 | GOOD 26 | FAIR 3 | POOR 0
   Field Testing          | EXCELLENT 6 | GOOD 27 | FAIR 17 | POOR 2
   Food / Accommodations  | EXCELLENT 14 | GOOD 12 | FAIR 18 | POOR 9

2. How did this Championship event compare to the event you attended in the fall?

   BETTER  7   WORSE 15   SAME 3   OTHER 2
   “Fall was better organized”  7   “Had more time in Fall”  26

3. Did you like the Avenza app? How useful was it for you in the field? Should we incorporate Avenza into the Fall events?

   LIKED/YES 13   DID NOT LIKE/NO 23   OTHER 1
   USEFUL 8   NOT USEFUL 27   NO SERVICE 2
   YES 7   NO 11   TRAINING 9

4. As a result of participating in the Forestry Challenge program as a whole, are you more likely to pursue an education and career in natural resources? (Be honest, it’s OK if you don’t!) Explain your answer.

   MORE LIKELY 29   NOT MORE LIKELY 17   UNSURE 4
Notable quotes:

“I have a new found respect for foresters.”

“I was already planning in pursuing a career in natural resources, and this event has reaffirmed that interest.”

“I love forestry and I didn’t know it until the Forestry Challenge.”

“I definitely think the Forestry Challenge gave me a great appreciation and understanding our forests and our part in protecting the forests. It did help me in my decision to major in environmental science in college.”